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Doors: check all doors

work as well as the

Check the date of

for proper operation

on/off indicators.

manufacture to be sure

and a tight seal. A

the alarm is < 10 years

dead bolt should be

Bathroom: check all

installed on all exterior

fixtures for both hot

doors, but be openable

and cold water, and be

Carbon monoxide

from the inside by using

sure there aren’t any

alarm: need to be

a knob – not a key.
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installed near the
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Safety Equipment: It is

an attached garage.
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the dwelling or a nearby

located. Don’t block

some may have children

corridor. Tenants

the sprinkler with

that go to bed early.

should know how to use

furniture, decorations

an extinguisher before

or tapestries. Don’t

If you have any

there is a fire.

paint a sprinkler or the

problems with your

concealed cover. And

property report it to

Escape ladder: if a

remember, smoke will

your landlord

bedroom is on an upper

not activate a sprinkler.

immediately. They

floor, especially third

should provide you with

floor – consider

What is expected of

an emergency and non-

supplying a ladder that

tenants?

emergency number.

is designed for the

Always document these

proper height. Have

Each town and property

findings with photos (if

the tenant open and

are different. Become

applicable) and save

deploy the ladder as a

familiar with the laws

your emails. If you

practice run, before

and expectations of

have issues with your

needing to use it in the

residents within the

landlord that cannot be

middle of the night.

town. If you have pets

resolved, check with

be sure to know the

the student affairs

Sprinklers: hopefully,

rules both inside your

office at your university

your off-campus

house and on

or college. Many have a

property is protected by

neighboring property.

legal affairs office that

sprinklers. Sprinklers

Be a good neighbor and

can mediate civil issues

don’t require any

remember that some

or lease issues. Or,

maintenance by the

residents live in the

they may offer you legal

tenants, but be sure to

town year round and

advice in solving the

know where these are

matter.
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_____________________

Last but not least, get
renters insurance! This
is an inexpensive policy
that may save you lots
of money in the event
of lost possessions or if
you cause damage to
others, even by
accident. Some
parent’s homeowner’s
policies will cover a
student living oncampus – but not always
when off-campus.
Check to make sure
before it’s too late.
Have fun, stay safe and
enjoy the semester!

______________________
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